You’ve Got HR and
Compliance Questions.
Mineral Has Answers.
We get it—HR is complex. Compliance regulations are constantly changing,
employee needs are constantly shifting, and trying to stay on top of everything
takes valuable time away from running your business.
At Mineral, our mission is to take the guesswork out of HR and compliance so that
you can tackle workplace challenges with confidence. From expert guidance and
resources to proactive alerts, we’re you’re one-stop ticket to a healthier organization.

Put our solutions to work for your business.

As your company grows or expands into
new states, Mineral Intelligence™ will send
proactive alerts to let you know exactly what
steps you need to take to stay compliant—
wherever you do business.

Get personalized advice in terms you
can actually understand from a certified
Mineral Expert™ who understands your
business as well as the federal and state
legislation that impacts you.

Gauge your organizational health through a
short HR Assessment that will evaluate your
HR and compliance, identify any gaps and
help you eliminate potential risks.

Stay up to date on the latest regulations
and best practices with our comprehensive
HR Compliance Library. It features
thousands of regulatory updates, insightful
guides, checklists and templates created
by our team of certified HR experts.
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Everything
you need,
all in
one place.
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Each time I call a Mineral Expert, I’ve gotten a detailed answer to my question along with a follow up email
that clearly reiterates the solution. Every person I’ve talked to has provided expert advice and is clearly
focused on getting me the answers I need. As a result, I have the confidence to make policies and decisions
with the information I receive from Mineral. —Deb C., Construction Services

Have questions? Let's connect.
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